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Correlations derived from modern nucleon-nucleon potentials
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Various modern nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials yield a very accurate fit to the nucleon-nucleon scattering
phase shifts. The differences between these interactions in describing properties of nuclear matter are investi-
gated. Various contributions to the total energy are evaluated employing the Hellmann-Feynman theorem.
Special attention is paid to the two-nucleon correlation functions derived from these interactions. Differences
in the predictions of the various interactions can be traced back to the inclusion of nonlocal terms.

PACS number~s!: 21.65.1f
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I. INTRODUCTION

The microscopic theory of nuclear structure based on
alistic nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions is a very demand
ing subject because it requires the description of a stron
correlated many-fermion system. Attempts to determi
e.g., the energy of nuclei from a realisticNN interaction by
using the mean-field or Hartree-Fock approximation f
badly: such attempts typically yield unbound nuclei. T
strong short-range and tensor components of a realisticNN
interaction induce correlations into the many-body wa
function of nuclear systems. Many attempts have been m
to measure these correlations in detail. As an example
such measurements, we mention the exclusive (e,e8NN) re-
actions, which have been made possible using modern e
tron accelerators@1,2#. The hope is that the detailed analys
of such experiments yields information about the correla
wave function of the nucleon pair absorbing the virtual ph
ton. This could be a very valuable test for the model of
NN interaction producing these correlations.

In recent years, a new generation of realisticNN poten-
tials has been developed which produce very accurate fit
the proton-proton and proton-neutron scattering phase s
@3–5#. Since these fits are based on the same phase-
analysis by the Nijmegen group@6# and yield a value for the
x2/datum very close to one, these various potentials could
called phase-shift equivalentNN interactions.

This means that the on-shell matrix elements for the tr
sition matrixT are essentially identical. This, however, do
not imply that the underlying potentials nor the effecti
interaction between off-shell nucleons moving inside
nucleus are the same. Indeed it has been demonstrated
these phase-shift equivalent potentials yield different res
even for the deuteron. Of course all of them reproduce
same empirical binding energy and other observables,
cause these are part of the observables to which the inte
tion has been fitted. However, the various contributions
the total energy, the kinetic energy, and the potential ene
in the 3S1 and 3D1 partial waves, are quite different indica
ing that also the two-body wave functions must be differ
@7,8#.

It is one of the aims of this study to explore wheth
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similar differences can also be observed in calculating
energy of nuclear matter. These energies are calculated u
the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock~BHF! approximation. The BHF
approach for nuclear matter assumes a model wave func
of a free Fermi gas, occupying plane-wave states up to
Fermi momentum. The effects of correlations are taken i
account in terms of the BruecknerG matrix. The BHF ap-
proximation does not give direct access to quantities like
kinetic or the potential energy. However, in the next sect
we will illustrate how the Hellman-Feynman theorem@9# can
be used to calculate these quantities and also the expect
value of thep exchange calculated for the correlated wa
function. The results for various contributions to the bindi
energy as well as the wave functions of correlatedNN pairs
in nuclear matter will be presented in Sec. III. The last s
tion contains a summary and conclusions.

II. CORRELATIONS IN THE BRUECKNER-HARTREE-
FOCK APPROXIMATION

The central equation of the BHF approximation is t
Bethe-Goldstone equation, which defines an effective in
action G for two nucleons in nuclear matter occupying th
plane wave statesi and j by

Gu i j &5Vu i j &1V
Q

e i1e j2H0
Gu i j &. ~1!

Here and in the followingV stands for the bareNN interac-
tion, Q denotes the Pauli operator, which prevents the in
acting nucleons from going into intermediate states with m
menta below the Fermi momentumkF , H0 defines the
spectrum of intermediate two-particle states, and the B
single-particle energies are defined by

e i5
\2ki

2

2m
1E

0

kF
d3kj^ i j uGu i j &, ~2!

as the sum of the kinetic energy of a free nucleon with m
m and momentumki and the potential energy. The single
particle potential corresponds to the Hartree-Fock appro
mation but calculated in terms of the effective interactionG
rather than the bare interactionV. Also the total energy of the
©1999 The American Physical Society04-1
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system is calculated in a similar way containing the kine
energy per nucleon of a free Fermi gas

TFG

A
5

3

5

\2kF
2

2m
, ~3!

and the potential energy calculated in the Hartree-Fock
proximation replacingV by the effective interactionG ~For a
more detailed description see, e.g.,@10#.! This means that the
BHF approach considers a model wave function, which
just the uncorrelated wave function of a free Fermi gas
all information about correlations are hidden in the effect
interactionG. Since this effective interaction is constructe
such thatG applied to the uncorrelated two-body wave fun
tion yields the same result as the bare interactionV acting on
the correlated wave function

Gu i j &5Vu i j &corr, ~4!

the comparison of this equation with Eq.~1! allows the defi-
nition of the correlated two-nucleon wave function as

u i j &corr5u i j &1
Q

e i1e j2H0
Gu i j &. ~5!

This representation demonstrates that the correlated w
function contains the uncorrelated one plus the so-called
fect function, which in this approach should drop to zero
relative distances between the two nucleons, which are la
than the healing distance.

The BHF approach yields the total energy of the syst
including effects of correlations. Since, however, it does
provide the correlated many-body wave function, one d
not obtain any information about, e.g., the expectation va
for the kinetic energy using this correlated many-body sta
To obtain such information one can use the Hellma
Feynman theorem, which may be formulated as follows: A
sume that one splits the total Hamiltonian into

H5H01DV ~6!

and defines a Hamiltonian depending on a parameterl by

H~l!5H01lDV. ~7!

If El defines the eigenvalue of

H~l!uCl&5EluCl&, ~8!

the expectation value ofDV calculated for the eigenstates
the original HamiltonianH5H(1) is given as

^CuDVuC&5
]El

]l U
l51

. ~9!

The BHF approximation can be used to evaluate the ener
El , which also leads to the expectation value^CuDVuC&
employing Eq.~9!. In the present work we are going to app
the Hellmann-Feynman theorem to determine the expe
tion value of the one-pion-exchange termDV5Vp contained
in the different interactions. Furthermore, we also calcul
01430
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the expectation value for totalNN interaction^CuVuC& in
the same way. From this expectation value and the total
ergy per nucleonE, which is also calculated in the BHF
approximation, we can determine the expectation value
the kinetic energy aŝT&5E2^CuVuC&.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main aim of the work presented here is to investig
differences in nuclear structure calculations originating fro
four different realisticNN interactions, which are phase-shi
equivalent. These four interactions are the so-called cha
dependent Bonn potential~CD-Bonn! @5#, the Argonne V18
~ArV18! @4# and versions I~Nijm1! and II ~Nijm2! of the
Nijmegen interaction@3#. All these models for theNN inter-
action include a one-pion exchange~OPE! term, using essen
tially the samepNN coupling constant, and account for th
difference between the masses of the charged (p6) and neu-
tral (p0) pion. However, even this long-range part of theNN
interaction, which is believed to be well understood,
treated quite differently in these models. The Nijmegen a
the Argonne V18 potentials use the local approximatio
while the pion contribution to the CD-Bonn potential is d
rived in a relativistic framework assuming pseudoscalar c
pling. It has recently been shown that the nonlocalities
cluded in the relativistic description of the CD-Bon
potential tends to lead to smallerD-state probabilities in the
deuteron@8#.

The description of the short-range part is also different
these models. TheNN potential Nijm2@3# is a purely local
potential in the sense that it uses the local form of the O
potential for the long-range part and parametrizes the con
butions of medium and short-range distances in terms of
cal functions~depending only on the relative displaceme
between the two interacting nucleons! multiplied by a set of
spin-isospin operators. The same is true for the ArgonneV18
potential @4#. The NN potential denoted by Nijm1@3# uses
also the local form of OPE but includes ap2 term in the
medium- and short-range central force†see Eq.~13! of Ref.
@3#‡ which may be interpreted as a nonlocal contribution
the central force. The CD-Bonn is derived in the framewo
of the relativistic meson field theory. It is calculated in m
mentum space and contains nonlocal terms in the short-ra
as well as long-range part including the pion-exchange c
tribution.

First differences in the prediction of nuclear properti
obtained from these interactions are displayed in Tabl
which contains various expectation values calculated
nuclear matter at the empirical saturation density, which c
responds to a Fermi momentumkF of 1.36 fm21. The most
striking indication for the importance of nuclear correlatio
beyond the mean-field approximation may be obtained fr
the comparison of the energy per nucleon calculated in
mean-field or Hartree-Fock~HF! approximation. All energies
per nucleon calculated in the~HF! approximation are posi-
tive, therefore, far away from the empirical value of216
MeV. Only after inclusion ofNN correlations in the BHF
approximation results are obtained which are close to
experiment. While the HF energies range from 4.6 MeV
4-2
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TABLE I. Energies calculated for nuclear matter with Fermi momentumkF51.36 fm21. Results are
listed for the energy per nucleon calculated in BHF (^E&) and the Hartree-Fock (^E&HF) approximation.
Furthermore the expectation value for theNN interaction^V&, the kinetic energŷTKin&, and the one-pion-
exchange term̂Vp& are listed. For completeness we also give theD-state probability calculated for the
deuteronPD . Results are presented for the charge-dependent Bonn~CD-Bonn! @5#, the Argonne V18
~ArV18! @4#, and two Nijmegen~Nijm1, Nijm2! @3# interactions. For a comparison results are also given
three older versions of the Bonn interaction (A,B,C) @11# and the Reid soft-core potential@12#, which is
supplemented in partial waves in which it is not defined by the OBEC potential. All energies are given in
MeV per nucleon.

CD-Bonn ArV18 Nijm1 Nijm2 A B C Reid

^E& 217.11 215.85 215.82 213.93 216.32 215.32 214.40 212.47
^V& 253.34 262.92 255.08 261.94 252.44 253.03 254.95 261.51
^T& 36.23 47.07 39.26 48.01 36.12 37.71 40.55 49.0
^Vp& 222.30 240.35 228.98 228.97 212.48 226.87 245.74 227.37
^E&HF 4.64 30.34 12.08 36.871 7.02 10.07 29.56 176.2
PD ~%! 4.83 5.78 5.66 5.64 4.38 4.99 5.62 6.47
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the case of CD-Bonn to 36.9 MeV for Nijm2, rather simil
results are obtained in the BHF approximations. This de
onstrates that the effect of correlations is quite different
the different interactions considered. However, it is wo
noting that all these modern interactions are much ‘‘softe
than, e.g., the old Reid soft-core potential@12# in the sense
that the HF result obtained for the Reid potential~176 MeV!
is much more repulsive.

Another measure for the correlations is the enhancem
of the kinetic energy calculated for the correlated wave fu
tion as compared to the mean-field result which is ident
to TFG, the energy per particle of the free Fermi gas. At t
empirical density this value forTFG is 23 MeV per nucleon.
One finds that correlations yield an enhancement for this
a factor which ranges from 1.57 in the case of CD-Bonn
2.09 for Nijm1. It is remarkable that the effects of corre
tions, measured in terms of the enhancement of the kin
energy or looking at the difference between the HF and B
energies, are significantly smaller for the interactions C
Bonn and Nijm1, which contain nonlocal terms.

Table I also lists the expectation value for the pio
exchange contributionVp to the two-body interaction. Here
one should note that the expectation value ofVp calculated
in the HF approximation is about 15 MeV almost indepe
dent of the interaction considered. So it is repulsive and co
pletely due to the Fock exchange term. If, however, the
pectation value forVp is evaluated for the correlated wav
function, one obtains rather attractive contributions rang
from 222.30 MeV per nucleon~CD-Bonn! to 240.35 MeV
~ArV18!. This expectation value is correlated to the stren
of the tensor force or theD-state probabilityPD calculated
for the deuteron~see Table I as well!. Interactions with larger
PD , like the ArV18, yield larger values for̂Vp&. For a
further support of this argument we also give the results
three different version of charge-independent Bonn pot
tials A, B, andC, defined in@11#.

All this demonstrates that pionic and tensor correlatio
are very important to describe the binding properties of
clei. In fact, the gain in binding energy due to correlatio
from Vp alone is almost sufficient to explain the differen
01430
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between the HF and BHF energies.
Until now we have just discussed results for nuclear m

ter at one density. The values for the kinetic energy^T&, and
^Vp& are displayed for various densities in Fig. 1. One fin
that the ratio of the kinetic energy calculated for the cor
lated wave function,̂ T&, and the energy of the free Ferm

FIG. 1. The upper part of this figure displays the ratio of t
kinetic energy per nucleon, calculated for the correlated state, to
energy per nucleon of a free Fermi gas~3! as a function of the
Fermi momentum. The lower part exhibits the expectation value
the one-pion-exchange contribution to the binding energy
nucleon. Different realisticNN interactions are considered.
4-3
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gas^TFG& decreases as a function of density. This plot f
thermore shows that the results for the different interacti
can be separated in two groups: the local interactions, ArV
and Nijm2, yield larger kinetic energies than CD-Bonn a
Nijm1, which contain nonlocal terms.

The lower part of Fig. 1 shows that the pionic contrib
tion to the total energy is quite different for the interaction
It is strongest for ArV18, getting more attractive for larg
densities. The pionic contribution obtained from the oth
potentials is weaker and does not exhibit this increase at
densities. This may indicate that the enhancement of pio
correlations, which has been discussed in the literature a
indication for pion condensation@13#, is a feature which may
not be reproduced by realistic interactions different from
Argonne potentials.

A different point of view on nuclear correlations may b
obtained from inspecting the the relative wave functions
a correlated pairu i j &corr defined in Eq.~5!. Results for such
correlated wave functions for a pair of nucleons in nucl
matter at empirical saturation density are displayed in Fig
and 3. As an example we consider wave functions wh
‘‘heal’’ at larger relative distances to an uncorrelated tw
nucleon wave function with momentumq50.96 fm21 cal-
culated at a corresponding average value for the starting
ergy.

Figure 2 shows relative wave functions for the part
wave 1S0. One observes the typical features: a reduction
the amplitude as compared to the uncorrelated wave func
for relative smaller than 0.5 fm, reflecting the repulsive co
of theNN interaction, an enhancement for distances betw
'0.7 and 1.7 fm, which is due to the attractive compone
at medium range, and the healing to the uncorrelated w
function at larger. One finds that the reduction at short di
tances is much weaker for the interactions CD-Bonn a

FIG. 2. Correlated wave functionsu i j &corr as defined in Eq.~5!
as a function of the relative distance for the1S0 partial wave. Re-
sults are shown for a pair of nucleons in nuclear matter at empir
saturation density, which heal to an uncorrelated two-nucleon w
function with momentumq50.96 fm21 at larger distances. The
curves are labeled by the interactions, which were considered.
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Nijm1 than for the other two. This is in agreement with th
discussion of the kinetic energies~see Fig. 1! and the differ-
ence between HF and BHF energies~see Table I!. The non-
local interactions CD-Bonn and Nijm1 are able to fit theNN
scattering phase shifts with a softer central core than
local interactions.

Very similar features are also observed in the3S1 partial
wave displayed in the left half of Fig. 3. For the3D1 partial
wave, shown in the right part of Fig. 3, one observes a d
ferent behavior: AllNN interactions yield an enhancement
the correlated wave function atr'1 fm. This enhancemen
is due to the tensor correlations, which couples the par
waves 3S1 and 3D1. This enhancement is stronger for th
interactions ArV18, Nijm1, and Nijm2 than for the CD-Bon
potential. Note that the former potential contain a pure n
relativistic, local one-pion-exchange term, while the C

FIG. 4. Wave function for the deuteron (3S1 and 3D1) calcu-
lated for different realistic interactions.

al
e

FIG. 3. Correlated wave functions as a function of the relat
distance for the3S1 and 3D1 partial waves. For further details, se
Fig. 2.
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Bonn contains a relativistic, nonlocal pion-exchange con
bution. This behavior in the coupled3S1 and 3D1 waves can
also be observed in the corresponding wave functions for
deuteron, plotted in Fig. 4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Four modernNN interactions, the charge-dependent Bo
potential ~CD-Bonn!, the Argonne V18~ArV18!, and two
versions of the Nijmegen potential~Nijm1 and Nijm2!,
which all give an excellent fit toNN scattering phase shifts
exhibit significant differences in calculatingNN correlation
functions and other observables in nuclear matter. Two
these interactions, CD-Bonn and Nijm1, contain nonlo
terms. These two interactions are considerably softer than
other interactions. This conclusion can be derived from th
different observations: The Hartree-Fock energies are
repulsive, the kinetic energies calculated with the correla
wave functions are smaller and the correlated wave func
in relativeS states are less suppressed at small relative
tances.

The interactions also differ quite significantly in the p
cs

. J

. C

J
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onic or tensor correlations they induce. This is indicated
some extent by the deuteron wave function, in particular
theD-state probability. These differences, however, are e
enhanced in the nuclear wave functions leading to dra
differences in the pionic contribution to the nuclear bindi
energy. The Argonne potential in particular yields a lar
pionic contribution, which increases with density. This im
portance of the pionic correlations is not observed for
other interactions.

It would be of great interest to study whether the diffe
ences between the correlations predicted from these inte
tions can be observed in experiments like the exclus
(e,e‘ NN) reactions in order to discriminate the variou
models for theNN interaction.
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